
Proud winners of the Dad’s Choice
Award

We are thrilled to announce that Gameband + Minecraft has been named as the winner in the
Dad’s Choice Awards 2015! After a month of testing, dads and their kids picked Gameband as the
best gadget in the Electronic Toys category. Amazing, right?

This awesome award proves how innovative Gameband is as the first wearable Minecraft device
that allows you to game on the go.

And how did we get this award? Our product had to impress a very tough crowd: kids & dads who
act as the Dad’s Choice judges. Here are some of their comments:





If it’s good enough for kids and dads, you know it’s good enough for everyone!

This award is a recognition of the tech built into Gameband, which not only allows you to take
Minecraft wherever you go, but to customize your band & back-up your entire Minecraft folder.

Gameband makes a super cool gift for a Minecraft fanatic…and their dad, of course!

Don’t know where to get it? Here are the places where you can get Gameband:

Microsoft Store 
Amazon 
Target 
Walmart
Newegg 

Also available online from our Gameband Shop

Happy mining! 
The Gameband Team



“Coming soon” the words that fill you with frustration and delight at the same time. The
anticipation of seeing something that you know will knock your socks off.

Gameband is bringing you the most awesome contest ever, including a great prize
from our co-sponsor iD Tech. And, of course, an amazing Gameband Redstone.

Do you have what it takes to compete? We think you do! So sharpen those tools, flex
those fingers and get ready for a Minecraft contest you will want to be a part of.

Coming soon, as soon as: Monday, April 25, 2016. We will announce on all our social
media channels, so make sure you’re following us:


